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THE frontispiece of this issue is in more thanone sense illustrative of the enterprise of
students of Rose, for while picturing a representa-
tive group of ambitious musicians, it also sug-
gests a characteristic of student life here of which
any college might well be proud. To those who
are familiar with exactions of class work in the
Polytechnic the latter phase need hardly be sug-
gested, but to those outside "the circle" an ex-
position may not be wholly out of place. The
characteristic is for the student to not only faith-
fully perform his institute work, but to take upon
himself the development of whatever talent he
may have in directions other than those pertain-
ing to mechanical, civil, or electrical engineering.
Two school organizations typify this—the Or-
chestral Club and the Banjo Club. In each the
members are exempt from none of the schedule
work, but nevertheless are able not alone to gratify
a natural taste for music but to render publicly
orchestral music of a class which indicates con-
stant practice. Perhaps the student of the classical
NO. 4.
school may think this nothing unusual, but is he
aware that the schedule at R. P. I. calls for fifty-
four hours' work each week from the Seniors,
fifty-eight from the Juniors, fifty-three from the
Sophomores and sixty-one from the Freshmen?
To work on an average of nine hours a day, six
days of the week, is of itself no small burden, and
to add to this an hour or two each day devoted to
music is to make the burden heavier than the
average college man would be willing to bear. So
it is that these organizations are to be especially
commended. Each man is worthy of compliment;
the able leader of the Orchestral Club especially
so. To his efforts, in large measure, is to be at-
tributed the success of the club. To all, however,
congratulations and best wishes are extended.
AN eye-witness of the Thanksgiving game be-tween Butler and Purdue could draw but one
conclusion with reference to the merits of the sev-
eral teams in the Inter-collegiate series, namely,
that there really was but one, and that Purdue.
Butler was so overwhelmingly outclassed that at
no time during the entire game was there so much
as a ray of hope for her scoring. The same would
unquestionably have been true if any other In-
diana team had dared oppose the "boiler makers."
Paiallel with this conclusion comes the melan-
choly reflection that had R. P. I. been represented
in the series our fate at the hands of the giants
would have been simple annihilation. Above all
other college sports is foot ball a game requiring
experience, and clearly Purdue's great team of
this year was an outgrowth of experience, the les-
sons of which were thoroughly learned. It is con-
sequently to be conceded that should we, per-
chance, be represented next fall, our effort will be
directed toward learning the game, and not ex-
hausted in hoping to even gain sight of the pen-
nant.
CHRISTMAS greetings THE TECHNIC extendsyou.
4.1111M111111111111111MP
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HOW much significance there is in the collegecolor after all. Upon such occasions as the
recent foot ball contest in Indianapolis, when
college men from all parts of the state meet on
neutral ground, the color is at once an emblem of
mutual sympathy. It makes unnecessary the
formality of introduction and opens easily the
way to conversation of common interest. It is
indeed pleasant to be hailed, on a crowded street
and by a stranger, with the hearty salutation
"Hello, R. P. I. How are the 'Iron Pounders of
the Wabash ? ' " And it is also pleasing to be
able to glance at his scarlet and white, as has he
at your rose, and reply: "Hello, I. U. What's
the news from Bloomington ? " The color also
admits you to the atmosphere of happy enthu-
siasm surrounding the one event in question, an
entrance which otherwise you would find it very
difficult to make. In fact the color is essential
to college life, and let no representative of Rose
attend any college event where his color will be
known without taking along at least a little scrap
of ribbon with which to ornament his coat lapel.
* *
HIO'S boundary line quarrel with Indiana
has twice brought Dr. T. C. Mendenhall to
Terre Haute. Most unexpectedly has he made
his appearance at the Institute, but nevertheless
most naturally and enthusiastically has he been
received. There is still a warm place for him in
the hearts of the upper class men, and the warmth
is of that kind which is there to stay. It is to be
hoped the boundary dispute is still unsettled and
that another visit from the Doctor will be thus
necessitated in the near future.
N the days of old, Thanksgiving was a time for
I returning thanks to God for blessings to hu-
manity. To-day it is the great day for foot ball,
the country over. Think of Yale refusing to ac-
cept less than $17,000 as her share in the fabulous
receipts of "that great game," and think of Butler,
in the recently converted west, coining a neat
$2,500 out of the game with Purdue. Verily,
should the fever continue, educational institu-
tions will soon be petitioning the President to set
aside several Thanksgiving days, in order that
their representative elevens may go out on .an
"endowment raising" tour. And, in another
light, these same institutions may be -imagined
contesting for enrollment in their " music,"  law "
and "post graduate" classes of John L. Sullivans,
Peter Jacksons, Muldoons and the like. Bright
prospects, these, for the future.
* *
AFEW years ago, it is said, an applicant forentrance to the Polytechnic addressed a let-
ter to the superintendent of the shops asking his
opinion as to the requirements for a good mechan-
ical engineer. The reply, so the story continues,
was brief but to the point, as follows: "One half
mathematics, one half common sense." Be the
tradition authentic or otherwise, this much four
years' experience in seeking the golden apple has
developed: it is impossible for the amateur en-
gineer to turn round without stumbling over
mathematics, and it is impossible for him to look
in any direction without encountering obstacles
which his instructor quickly shows to him are
easily overcome by the display of a little common
sense. If this be true, the rule is not a bad one.
C UCH courtesies as those extended the students
of the Institute on Monday last by Messrs.
Nellis and Farmer, of the Westinghouse Instruc-
tion Car, should naturally elicit the fullest appre-
ciation. It would have been very kind of these
gentlemen to merely invite the class men to visit
the car, but to place it at their disposal for the
entire evening, excluding all others, and to devote
themselves for three hours to the fullest explana-
tion of the construction and workings of the ap-
paratus, was consideration and courtesy of the
most generous nature. The compliment and the
kindness is appreciated, and THE TECHNIC does
not bespeak an imaginary sentiment when it ex-
tends to Messrs. Nellis and Farmer the thanks of
the entire school.
HAT a medley of pleasure and sadness re-
sults from the combination of holiday an-
ticipations and examination prospects!
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THE DIVISION OF TIME CALLED THE WEEK.
BY PROFESSOR J. A. WICKERSHAM.
A great deal of information could be gathered
about the week. The names of the days lead out
into whole volumes of legendary lore. Egyptian
astronomy, Greek and Roman and Norse mythol-
ogy, the Hebrew religion and much philological
learning are easily suggested by them. The week
is a somewhat artificial division of time, and if
one does not accept the Mosaic account of its
origin it becomes rather difficult to account
for the almost universal choice of seven days.
However, this number has not been abso-
lutely universal. The Greeks and Romans used
a division of ten days until late in their history.
Besides the week is not altogether man-made.
Most likely the phases of the moon furnish the
basis for it. That would seem to account for the
number of days contained in it. The word week
is of Saxon origin, connected with roots that
mean change. The German word, wechsel, con-
tains, probably, the root of the word week, The
name in all the Teutonic languages contains
this idea of the moon's phases. In the Romance
languages and in Greek the name signifies seven
day period, semaine, Fr., settimana, It., from sep-
timana, Lat., hebdomas. Gr.
The names of the heathen gods and goddesses
were attributed to the sun, moon and planets, and
these planets were thought to have a direct and
powerful influence upon the concerns of human
life. We have a constant reminder of this super-
stition in that title page of our almanacs, where a
rather badly mutilated human figure stands ex-
posing his internal system as a sort of dial plate
around which the constellations of the zodiac are
grouped, and on which they are pointing out with
very cruel arrows the portions of the human anat-
omy over which they each are supposed to have
control. Many good mothers when about to wean
their children still consult this relic of astrology
in the almanac. The Egyptians are supposed in
-a somewhat similar manner to have dedicated
each hour of the twenty-four to the influence of
one of the seven heavenly bodies, and to have
named each day of the week after the star to
which the first hour of that day was dedicated. If
we get the outline of their astronomical system, we
can easily understand how they are supposed to
have named the days. They thought the earth
was in the center and that \the planets moved
about it. Their order, relatively to distance, was
as follows, beginning with the most distant: Sat-
urn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon.
Now Saturday would be that day over whose first
hour Saturn presided, the second hour of that day
would he dedicated to Jupiter, the third to Mars,
&c., up to the eight, which would fall again to
Saturn, as would the fifteenth and twenty-second;
the twenty-third hour is Jupiter's, the twenty-
fourth that of Mars, the first hour of the next day
the Sun's, and that day is called the Sun's day.
So the Sun rules its eighth, fifteenth and twenty-
second hours. The twenty-third falls to Venus,
the twenty-fourth to Mercury, the first hour of
the following day to the Moon, and that is called
the Moon's day, or Monday; and one can easily
carry this system through the naming of all the
days if one will keep the order of the planets as
given above.
To understand this system clearly one must
get the names of the days in one of the Romance
languages, either French, Italian or Spanish, as
they are in all three essentially the same. In
French, beginning with Saturday, which was
once considered the first day of the week, they
are: Samedi, Dimanche, Lundi, Mardi, Mercredi,
Jeudi, Vendredi. That is Sabbath day, Lord's
day, Moon's day, Mars' day, Mercury's day, Jove's
day, Venus's day.
• 1. Samedi—Sabati dies; more properly would
be sabedi, but there are other instances of the
change of b to m in Latin and vice versa. Dube-
pus is found for domius ; the m also becomes p
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in provencal French, where the word, inverting
the order of its component parts, is dissapti. The
word is from the Hebrew word, shabat, to rest.
7. Vendredi—Venus, gen. veneris dies, vener
di, vendrdi.
2. Dimanche—Dies dominica ; dropping penult
i, becomes dies domin—ca, losing its medial, d, be-
comes di ominca, gives the old French dimenche
and then modern French, dimanche.
5. Mercredi—Mercurii dies, merc(u)redi.
6. Jeudi—Jovis dies. Italian, giovedi.
4. Mardi—Marsdi, by dropping s. in It, martidi,
from martis, gen of Mars.
3. Lundi—From Luna dies; in Italian, Lunedi.
8. Samstag—German, sabbatstag, sambatstag,
samstag, sonnahend, Sunday evening, Saturday.
In the popular mind the evening was hallowed
and hence this designation of Saturday.
Two of these are exceptions to the system as
given above. Samedi, Saturday is not attributed
to Saturn, but is derived from sabbat dies, Sabbath
day, as is also the German word Saturday, sams-
tag. The name of this day is of Hebrew origin in
most languages, Samedi, Samstag, Sabbado, &c.
While Saturday in English is probably named
after the late Roman deity, Saturnius, who has
but few characteristics in common with the Greek
god Chronos or Saturn. Sunday is the contribu-
tion of Christianity to this store house of philo-
logical information. It should properly be called
the Lord's day in the Teutonic languages as it is
in the Romance languages. Dimanche is derived
from dies domenica, Lord's day. The English
word Sunday is, of course, of Teutonic origin, and
to be referred to Norse mythology, as are the
names of all the other days of the week. These are
all called after the principal deities of our fore-
fathers of Germanic origin, accounts of which are
found chiefly in the Eddas, two books of uncer-
tain date, written in Icelandic. The mythology
of which the Eddas treat was probably spread
over the whole Germanic territory, but on the
advance of Christianity, about the twelfth cen-
tury or later, retreated gradually northward, un-
til it finally found refuge in Iceland. Here it was
collected into the Poetic Edda, the Elder or SEe-
mund's Edda, and later was written out and
explained in a prose Edda, the Younger Edda, or
that of Sturleson. At times people have been
quite conscious when using the names of the days
of the week that they were repeating the names
of heathen deities, and for that reason the Qua-
kers, or Society of Friends, have persisted in call-
ing the days First-day, Second-day, &c.
These Eddas, in spite of adverse criticism, are
generally thought to contain authentic accounts
of the beliefs of the early German people. They
are quite a remarkable production, containing
very much that is beautiful. They have, how-
ever, had very little influence on modern poetry
or art, having been supplanted by classic and
Christian story. The only really great work that
leads back to or is based upon them is the Lay of
the Nieblungs, in Middle High German. It is to
be regretted that poets and artists have not used
more freely the rough material for poetry and
art contained in the Eddas.
The story of creation in the Eddas might be
given somewhat as follows: In the beginning
was Nifleheim, the world of the Cold North, and
Muspelheim, the world of the Hot South. Be-
tween them lay Ginnungagap, chaos. In Nifle-
heim was a fountain from which flowed out
streams- of ice toward Muspelheim. When met
by the heat, these ice streams melted, and from
this action arose a giant and afterwards a race of
gods. The gods killed the giant, and out of his
body they formed Midgard, or the world. The
skull of the giant became the vault of heaven, his
bones the rocks and stones, his flesh the soil, his
hair the trees, &c. From his blood arose first a
flood, in which all the other giants were destroyed
except two, a male and female. From these
arose the second race of giants. After this the gods
created from two trees, Ask and Embla—ash and
elm—two human beings, man and woman; each
of the gods endowed them with a portion of his
special qualities, and they then gave them Mid-
gard for a dwelling place. The first of these
gods were Odin, Vile and Ve. These were broth-
ers. They correspond somewhat to Jupiter, Nep-
tune and Pluto. From Odin was produced a nu-
merous progeny of gods and goddesses, of whom,
as among the Greeks, there were twelve principal
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gods to whom divine honors were due. Those of
these gods with whom we have especially to do,
are Odin,`Freya, Thor, Tew. There are long ac-
counts of all of them. Various singular adven-
tures are related of them, which cannot be men-
tioned here from lack of space. Odin was one-
eyed, having given one of his eyes for a drink
from the fountain of Mimir, knowledge. This
fountain is among the roots of the tree of life,
Ygdrasil, and is guarded by the giant Mimir.
Three Fates, the Past, the Present and the Fu-
ture—Urd, Verdande and Skold—draw water
from this fountain and moisten therewith the
tree of life. The roots of the tree extend down
into the source of the ice streams in Nifleheim.
Qdin has two ravens for his constant companions.
They are called Memory and Reflection. They
sit on his shoulders and fly out over the earth
to bring him information of what is going on.
He has a wolf at his feet. Odin is the highest of
the gods; he is the father of the gods, the Zeus pa-
ter of the Norseland. It is to the memory of Odin
that we pay tribute as often as we use the word
Wednesday. There is little resemblance between
Odin and Mercury, for the latter of whom Tues-
day is named in the Romance languages. There
is more, however, between Thor and Jupiter, after
the first of whom Thursday is named. Thor is a
god resembling Jupiter in many of his qualities,
but it requires both Odin and Thor to correspond
to the Greek Zeus or Jupiter. Thor carries in his
hand the mallet Mjolner, the lightning, which he
hurls with irresistible force against whatsoever op-
poses him. He is fated, as all of the gods are, to
die at Ragnarok, or the twilight of the gods, a very
poetic conception of the end of the world. Then
the giants are to come out and ascend over Bi-
frost, the rainbow, into Valhal, or heaven, where
a great conflict ensues, ending in the destruction
of all the gods. Another of the principal dei-
ties is Tew, or Tuesco, from whom we name Tues-
day, Mar's day in French. Tew was the god of
war, and resembles quite closely the Greek Mars.
Friday is named after the goddess Freya, the
Norse Venus, who rose like Aphrodite from the
sea, and is the goddess of love, but unlike her,
rides in a chariot drawn by four cats. Venus was
represented as drawn by doves. The sun and
moon are sparks from Muspelheim, transferred to
the heavens, where they are borne about in char-
iots. Their names are from their charioteers, the
daughter and son of a giant. Their father thought
to find them matrimonial mates among the gods
and goddesses, and for this presumption his chil-
dren were made servants of the gods and com-
pelled to drive the horses of the chariots cont lin-
ing these sparks from Muspelheim. Moon is the
name of the son, and Sun of the daughter. To
recapitulate, we have then—
Saturday, Samedi, already explained.
Sunday, Diamanche, "
Monday, Lundi—Moon, Luna.
Tuesday, Mardi—Tew, Mars.
Wednesday, Mercredi—Odin, Mercury.
Thursday, Jeudi—Thor, Jove.
Friday, Vendredi—Freya, Venus.
Etymologically, then, we get a meaning for
each day of the week. We might interpret this
somewhat in the following manner: Sunday, the
sun's day, is a misnomer, for this is in almost all
Christian countries the Lord's day. Monday is
the moon's day, possibly a day for moon-struck
people, or lunatics, (luna, moon), a sort of high
carnival of allowable foolishness. Tuesday is
Mars' day. That is the day for athletic contests.
Wednesday, Mercury's day, is the day for cheat-
ing, lying and other mild forms of the mercan-
tile art, such as we attribute to that old god of
the merchants, Mercury. Thursday, Jove's day,
should above all be the day for hospitality; and
Friday, Venus's day ,is lover's day, a happy
change from hangman's day, too barbarous a
thing for our heathen forefathers to possess. Sat-
urday has no particular characteristic, and per-
haps for that reason in Germany it received for a
time the title of wash-day. It is properly the
Sabbath day or day of rest, and Saturday after-
noon has quite generally that character. Satur-
day as Saturn's day, however, means the sober
day, forming thus a good contrast to the lover's
day that has gone before it.
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LELAND STANFORD, JR., UNIVERSITY.
BY W. B. HAMPSON.
EDITORS ROSE TECHNIC :—Before leaving Terre
Haute for California our many friends requested
us to write; this we agreed to do and will now
fulfill the promise.
Leland Stanford, Jr., University is located thirty-
three miles from San Francisco on what is known
as the coast division of the Southern Pacific rail-
road, or Monterey line. Here is also the famous
Palo Alto ranche, where such flyers as Sunol are
brought out. The University is about two and
one-half miles from Menlo Park and about one
mile from the railroad. Palo Alto has a gradual
slope from the hills southwest towards the San
Francisco bay. This slope, as near as I can judge,
is one per cent.
The first feature of the place to attract the vis-
itor's attention is the base ball ground. Through
the kindness of Mr. Stanford, ten acres have re-
cently been put in condition for sports of a
worldly nature, one of which has been coated with
asphalt, or bituminous rock, for a tennis ground.
For indoor athletics the provision is also very
complete. The gymnasium is under cover and
will probably be finished by Christmas. The
building is of peculiar design and external ap-
pearance, is 100x120 feet in ground plan, and two
stories high. When completed students will be
given regular instruction in gymnastics by Pro-
fessor Wood. In addition to these features we
have access to three race tracks within one-half
mile of the school.
BUILDINGS.
First there is the boys' dormitory which at this
writing contains 294 or more students. This hall
(Eucina) is built of Almaden sandstone, and is
of a rich golden color, in keeping with the general
appearance of all Californian scenery at this sea-
son of the year. This hall is about the size of
the Vigo court house on ground plan, but only
four stories high. In shape I should say it re-
sembled the letter E, the parts which complete
the E being the dining hall and kitchen. The
dining hall is a marvel in many ways. It has a
seating capacity of 300, is equipped with all mod-
ern contrivances for the compilation of food in its
many mysterious' forms, lighted by electricity
and seated with comfortable high-backed chairs,
a la Sage. For the benefit of the boys I will men-
tion a few items connected with the sleeping and
study rooms in the building. Each room is 18x20
feet in size, contains two Edison 16 c. p. lamps
(duplicated in gas), one double wardrobe, two
single iron beds, one large double table (at this
time covered with a collection of books, etc., from
R. P. I.), four chairs "half-arm," marble wash-
stand in one corner supplied with hot and cold
H20, bureau, heater and other articles. Each
floor is provided with four bath rooms, lava--
tories, etc. The whole building is equipped with
antique copper electric fixtures, and contains 760
sixteen c. p. lamps. The halls and stairways dis-
play excellent workmanship, and show what can
be done in the way of solidity and permanence
when such is desired.
Leaving this building, we will pay a visit to
the girls' dormitory, one-fourth mile distant, but
with good artificial stone walk between. This is
known as Roble Hall and contains girls, here, both
for the purpose of attending school and for seeing
the boys attend. Roble Hall is built of concrete
and has accommodations for eighty young ladies.
Let us now walk round the quadrangle. First
comes the north building in which we enjoy dis-
cussing the subject of heavy weights on planes,
etc.; second, the building used at present as a
library; third, offices, etc.; fourth, chapel; fifth,
a building not used at present; sixth, civil en-
gineering department; seventh, mechanical en-
gineering department; eighth, chemical depart-
ment, which has the finest laboratory I have ever
seen; ninth, the physical department, at present
deficiently equipped, but better is expected soon.
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R. P. I. is, far ahead in this department; tenth,
the department of bugology, dogology, ratology
and alcohology ; eleventh, Ich weis es nicht ;
twelfth, English, psycology, etc. There are twelve
buildings in this quadrangle all seated with opera
chairs and completely supplied with electric lights,
gas, etc. South of No. 10 is the boiler room, 50x80
feet. Here are located four boilers, and room is
provided for four more which will be added soon.
Here the gas machine is also located (which turns
out gas that will burn under subdued conditions)
and a 125 h. p. engine which will run a Brush
machine of 1,000 lights capacity, now in course
of erection.
West of this building about forty meters is the
blacksmith shop and foundry, used at present as
a carpenter shop. West of the foundry is the
wood-working shop, supplied with an engine of
100 h. p., which is now running two 500 light
Edison machines placed temporarily in the build-
ing. One car load of machinery for this shop
arrived yesterday and is now being unloaded and
put in position. The Freshmen have done some
work with hand tools which, as you all know, are
much safer than buzz saws.
Leaving the " modern " structures we will visit
the museum. This is the building of all build-
ings, being constructed of concrete. In the con-
crete are laid square iron rods twisted so as to
hold well. Surmounting the whole is a dome
said to be the largest self-supporting one in the
world. Here we see, also, figures standing quietly
and majestically looking down on the surround-
ings. Inside the museum is seen the finest mar-
ble work possible and under the dome is what
might be termed a well, lined with fine marble.
The remainder of the inside is finished in white.
The quantity of electricity used for this building
is something appalling, nineteen cables entering
from the main grounds, six of them one inch in
diameter, eight one-half inch, and the others
smaller. Referring back to electricity, I should
have said that all wires are carried in tunnels
built of stone. and brick. These tunnels also carry
the steam for engines, heating, etc.
There are ten residences erected and now occu-
pied by the various professors. I think this will
be sufficient on the physical features of the place.
As to students, them are 474; 294 in Eucina
Hall, 82 in Roble Hall and 98 coming from San
Francisco, San Jose and places along the Southern
Pacific road. San Jose, sixteen miles distant,
sends many students who pay a fare of 10 cents
each way. Those coming from San Francisco pay
more. Expenses here are $20.00 per calendar
month, besides books, which in some cases cost
more than in Terre Haute, while in others much
less, averaging about the same. Large numbers
of the boys pay their expenses by working in and
about the buildings. The waiters in dining room
are students and the janitor work of the whole
institution is done by the boys. The boilers and
engines as well as dynamos are run by students.
Some of the latter make $75.00 per month besides
doing school work. Some, including the writer,
work for the architect during odd hours tracing
in drawings, receiving therefor 30 cents an hour.
Making a rough guess, I should say that at least
100 students were paying their board by work.
R. P. I. is well represented here, and you will
pardon me for saying that it has a reputation
which we are all pledged to maintain to the best
of our ability. Summing up in a few words, the
school is far ahead in point of attendance than
was considered possible at this time, Dr. Jordan,
as well as Governor Stanford, being completely
surprised at the unusual number (1,500) applying
for admission. This number has far exceeded the
capacity of the institution.
We have been here thirty-five days, every one
of which has been a model, not too warm nor too
cold. No fire is needed in the rooms yet.
Please accept our love and esteem.
Respectfully,
W. B. HAMPSON.
MENLO PARK, CAL., November 2, 1891.
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
A DESCRIPTION OF A NEW METHOD OF
SHORE PROTECTION.
BY TARO TSUJI, '90, J ITN. AM. SOC. C. E.
The popular idea of a bridge is too limited in
scope to embrace the consideration of some of the
very important works incidental to many of our
large structures; and while our technical litera-
ture teems with works on the substructure and
superstructure of bridges but a few desultory arti-
cles on shore protection and these, mostly from
the pens of United States government engineers,
have been published.
The capricious character of some of our Western
rivers and their tendency to devastate fine agri-
cultural lands and to flow around rather than.
under bridges in some localities has occasioned
much hard study and careful investigation into
methods of confining them to certain channels
and of preserving permanently the banks of the
streams. Many novel and ingenious devices for
attaining this end have been suggested and records
of their efficiency and cost can be found in the
Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the U.
S. Government. The question of cheap and effi-
cient anchorage of such character as not to affect
the permanency of the mattresses was more satis-
factorily met in the shore protection of the Mis-
souri river at Sioux City, Iowa, than in any other
case which has fallen under my observation. The
revetment on the Nebraska shore of this re-
mains unimpaired after the severe test of a five
foot rise in twenty-four hours together with the
ravages of drifting ice.
The Pacific Short Line bridge will cross the
Missouri river from Elm street, Sioux City, Iowa,
to Covington, Nebraska. It will be a low bridge
consisting of two 470 feet through, draw spans,
two 500 feet through, fixed spans with plate girder
approaches, and will carry a single track railway
and two foot-walks between the trusses, and two
wagon-ways outside of them. Mr. J. A. L. Wad-
dell, M. Am. Soc. C. E., is chief engineer; Mr.
Lee Treadwell, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E., is engineer
in charge, and the writer was engaged as assistant
engineer until February last. The Phcenix Bridge
Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., is contractor for
the entire work, with Sooysmith & Co., of New
York City, as sub-contractor for foundations, and
Mr. John W. Nier, of St. Louis, Mo., as sub-con-
tractor for shore protection.
This last named work was begun on September
1st, 1890, and finished on December 1st of the
same year. It is the object of this paper to narrate
briefly the system used by Mr. Nier, upon which
letters patent have been granted him. The writer
earnestly hopes that this paper may prove worthy
of the unusual courtesies extended by Mr. Nier,
and also wishes to express his thanks to Messrs.
Waddell and Treadwell for valuable information
and advice.
In December, 1889, a hydrographic survey, in-
cluding the topography of the river banks, was
made and all available data regarding high and
low water, movements of the channel, etc., were
collected and thoroughly investigated. It was
found that the channel, which was then on the
Nebraska shore, had for several years previous
been upon the Iowa side. The river is bordered
at this point by a bluff of stiff clay over one hun-
dred feet high on the Iowa side, while the Ne-
braska side is low, undulating and of sandy char-
acter, covered with thickets of willows. The loose
material on the Nebraska side made it easy for
the current to undermine the bank, which was
cut away for a considerable distance before the
protection work was put in. The extent of the
erosion made it apparent that some action must
be taken, so it was decided to lay 4,800 feet of
woven mattress, of which 4,700 feet were to be up
stream from the centre line of bridge and 100 feet
below that line; but the completed work was
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5,600 feet in length, of which 5,400 feet were above
the bridge line, and to this was added a low water
channel dyke 1,400 feet in length, for the purpose
of building a new bank and to confine the chan-
nel under the draw span. (See Fig. 1.) The mat-
tiesses were of willows woven together with a net-
work of surface-laid ropes, having at their inter-
sections wire ropes to which were attached the
mushroom anchors, the latter being imbedded
in the sand when in position. The total area of
.this mattress was about 450,000 square feet and
90 miles of wire ropes were used. The low water
channel dyke was composed of a double row of
e 1-
piles, capped and braced, with the row nearest the
bank wattled with poles. The contract price for
the entire work was $50,000.
The lowest water in Missouri river being in the
autumn, the initial work was done in September.
The banks were first cleared to a width of 50 feet
on top; slope. stakes were then set and the hy-
draulic grader started to work. Meanwhile wil-
lows for the mattress were being cut and provi-
sion made for all supplies which would be needed.
The river bank, which was sandy in character and
from 12 to 17 feet high above low water, was
graded to a slope of two horizontal to one vertical.
The hydraulic grader, which consisted of a boiler
and pump, was mounted upon a barge. The boiler
used had a capacity of 40-horse power, and the
pump was of the internally-packed plunger (sim-
ple duplex) type of the following dimensions:
stroke 10 inches, plunger 51 inches, steam cylin-
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der 9 inches diameter. The water was taken from
the river through a suction pipe and was deliv-
ered through a 2i inch rubber hose with a nozzle.
A jet of water, varying in amount from 230 to
360 gallons per minute, under a pressure of 140
pounds per square inch, was played upon the
bank and the ma,f,erial after being loosened was
washed into the river.
This method of grading, while very economical
and expeditious, left the bank 'somewhat too
rough to lay the mattress upon, so it was finally
very quickly smoothed and dressed, by men with
pick and shovel. The earth was removed at
r
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the rate of 35 to 40 cubic yards per hour with an
expenditure of 350 to 400 pounds of coal, or at a
cost of 10 pounds of coal per cubic yard. The
mattress, which was made of newly cut willows
from 10 to 18 feet in length, was laid upon the
graded bank; it was continuous from outer sub-
merged edge to the top of the bank and from end
to end of the work. Its thickness was 16 inches
and its width, which depended upon the height
of bank and depth of water, varied from 75 to 85
feet. The willows were cut from thickets near
the work and were woven and sunk before becom-
ing dry, all dead pieces being rejected. The weav-
ing was begun on the up-stream end and con-
tinued uninterruptedly to the other extremity.
The bank mattress or that portion above water
was woven in place by hand, while the water
mattress or submerged portion was woven upon
a floating inclined plane which was manipulated
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by means of ropes attached to the shore. This
plane, which covered the entire surface of a barge,
was of same width as mattress, and when allowed
to drift down stream would permit the completed
mattress to slide into place. This boat was
equipped with a number of reels, for wire rope,
placed under the inclined plane and• with their
axes normal to the longitudinal axis of the boat;
these together with a system of friction rollers
sent out autdinatically, when the boat was drift-
ing, the network of wire ropes for the anchorages.
The anchoyage was novel both in the shape of
anchors and in the method of sinking same.
Across the top of the mattress, running trans-
versely and longitudinally at intervals of six feet,
(See Fig. 2) there was a network of A inch gal-
vanized, signal strand wire ropes; at the intersec-
tions of these ropes the anchorage rope was securely
fastened to both. The conical disk " mushroom "
anchors were made of cast iron, were 7 inches in
diameter and weighed 2 pounds 13 ounces. The
anchorage rope was attached to a lug or eye at
the centre. Strung thus upon the rope the anchor
was placed in a peculiar shaped harpoon edgewise
with reference to its descent and the whole sunk
by means of hydraulic pressure through the mat-
tress into the ground a depth of 8 or 10 feet.
The water was supplied by a pump on a barge
and after passing through a 1i inch connecting
hose and the stem of the harpoon, was ejected from
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the inch nozzle of the latter and provided a
rapid and easy descent. The pump employed
was of the duplex type with 6 inch stroke, 4 inch
plunger and 6 inch steam cylinder. It supplied
60 gallons per minute with a pressure of 100
pounds per square inch. When the harpoon with
the anchor reached the desired depth the operator
by turning a cam released the anchor and per-
mitted the stream of water to throw it out and
7
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into a horizontal position. The harpoon, which
weighed 75 pounds, is shown in Fig. 5.
The working crew consisted, in addition to
engineers, of two men when sinking on the bank,
and five when sinking in the water, the minimum
work per day of ten hours was the sinking of 200
anchors, and during a trial of speed 37 anchors
were sunk in 50 minutes. About 800 pounds of
coal were used per day of 10 hours. The efficiency
of an anchor was tested by the application of a
pull of 3,500 pounds; which failed to start it.
Rocks were lashed to the outside edge of the sub-
merged mattress to aid in sinking and to prevent
74
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sudden scouring. The up-stream end of the work
was held by a selvedge cable of inch galvanized
wire rope fastened to three "dead men" buried
about forty feet back on the bank. The entire
system of wire work was stretched until free from
sags.
Construction of the low water channel dyke was
coincident with the work upon the mattress under
it. By means of an ordinary steam pile driver, as-
sisted by the water jet, a double row of piles
spaced six feet centres were driven. (See Fig. 4.)
Above the bridge at intervals of one hundred feet
subsidiary rows of piles normal in direction to
the main line were driven, while below the bridge
these rows were but fifty feet apart and ran
obliquely to main line.  (See Fig. 1.) Under the
bridge the subsidiary rows of piles were double
and similar in construction to the main line of
the dyke. All piles were spaced six feet centres,
were capped by 8 inch by 10 inch oak timbers and
drift bolted. The double rows of piles were braced
transversely and diagonally with 6 inch by 8 inch
oak timbers which were spiked to the caps. (See
Fig. 2.) The single rows of piles and the inside
row of the main dyke were wattled with willow
poles. The entire dyke which was level from end
to end was three feet above mean low water.
The advantages offered by Mr. Nier's method of
anchoring mattresses are as follows: First,
rapidity and economy. Two men with proper
driving apparatus can easily put twenty plates in
place in an hour. Second, the materials do not
add weight to the bank, thus tending to make
it unstable. Third, the anchors are safe from
scour. Fourth, it is more economical than meth-
Itr:":1,20"
ods involving use of rock. Fifth, the anchorage
is more uniformly distributed than where rock is
used. Sixth, rock anchorages on exposed (not
submerged) mattresses break through when the
mattresses are weakened by decay and destroy
the continuity of the work, while the wire net-
work tends to preserve it. Seventh, repairs are
easy to make. Eighth, with rock the effective
anchorage is reduced 621 pounds per cubic foot
when submerged, while with the wire it is con-
stant. Ninth, the system admits of thinner mat-
tresses, thus reducing amount of material and
also cost. Tenth, less plant for transportation
of anchorage materials is required.
The accompanying drawings are:
Fig. 1. Map showing location of revetment.
Fig. 2. Section and side view of the revetment
showing the method of anchorage.
Fig. 3. Section and plan of " mushroom "
anchors.
Fig. 4. Detail elevation and plan of low water
channel dyke.
Fig. 5. Section and side view of patent hy-
draulic harpoon.
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Mr. Herbert W. Foltz, '85, is taking a course in
architecture at the Art Institute, Chicago, Ill.
His address is 4317 Champlain Ave., or the Insti-
tute; where, "Any ' Poly ' student or alumnus
will receive a hearty welcome."
Mr. J. T. Wilkin, '86, visited in town: He is
with P. H. and F. M. Roots Co., Connersville, Ind.
Mr. M. E. Becker, late of '92, is in the draughting-
room with him.
THE
INTERMITTENT FILTRATION.
BY ALONZO J. HAMMOND, '89.
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As the age of superstition passes away, we no
longer sit down and fold our hands in the face of
an epidemic, as the English did at the time of
the Great Plague, and accept it as a visitation of
divine providence, but look for the cause and
seek to remedy the evil.
Among the many causes of epidemics now are
the impurities in our water supplies. As the chief
pollution is that from sewage, we seek to elimin-
ate this trouble. Various methods have been
proposed for the purification of sewage, as viz.:
Chemical precipitation, with its variety of pre-
cipitating tanks, aeration, irrigation, continuous
and intermittent filtration, while where sewage
is emptied into a stream, the self-purification of
these streams is depended upon for the rendering
harmless of impurities. Prof. Baurmeister states
that in Breslau, where the entire sewage was dis-
charged into the Oder, there was a sudden increase
in ammonia, organic matter, and bacteria just
below the outlet of the trunk sewer. These im-
purities became gradually less abundant farther
down the river, and at a distance of twenty miles
from the city the water was as pure, chemically
and microscopically, as before it received the
sewage. But in the light of the investigations of
the recent epidemic of typhoid fever at Lowell
and Lawrence, Mass., the above statement of fact
cannot be accepted to apply very frequently, as it
was from these investigations shown that, with a
very small indication of organic matter, the
typhoid bacterium thrives and is transported for
a long distance. Consequently we must look for
a method of sewage purification which gives us
positive results as to the destroyal of bacteria.
The results of the investigations at the Lawrence,
Mass., experimental station on intermittent fil-
tration show that a very pure effluent, chemically,
microscopically, and bacteriologically, can be ob-
tained by the filtration of sewage through prop-
erly prepared filters from four to five feet in
depth. I had the pleasure and privilege of ex-
amining these filters and other apparatus used
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in conducting the experiments at Lawrence in
company with Prof. W. T. Sedgwick, of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, and we drank
of the effluent from one of the filter tanks, which
was clear and sparkling and as pure chemically
and biologically as the water furnished Boston
from Lake Cochituate.
The tanks used in filtering the sewage, ten in
number, were made of cypress, circular in plan,
sixteen feet eight inches inside diameter at the
bottom, seventeen feet four inches at the top, and
six feet deep inside. They rest on mud sills and
a bed of puddle, and before the sides were pud-
dled in, the tanks were proved to be completely
water tight. The floor is covered with one layer
of coarse gravel stones about one inch by two
inches, this by another layer of smaller size, upon
which follow layer after layer of gravel, decreas-
ing in size to one-eighth of an inch in diameter,
and making a thickness of three and a half inches.
This fine gravel is covered with very coarse mor-
tar sand, with top surface level, three and one-
half inches deep in the middle of the tank. The
two tanks which gave the best results for the dif-
ferent purposes were No 2, which was filled five
feet in depth with very fine, nearly white sand,
and No. 6, which was filled three feet and eight
inches in depth with coarse and fine sand and
fine gravel. The other tanks were filled with a
variety of materials as peat, river silt, brown
soil, etc. •
Sewage is more dilute in American than in
European cities, and a strong sewage here would
contain about 998 parts of pure water, one part
mineral matter and one part organic matter. Of
these two parts, about one-half is in suspension
and can be strained out by the finest strainer that
water will pass through. The other half is dis-
solved in water and cannot be thus strained out.
It is this one part organic matter in'1,000 parts of
sewage which it is desired to eliminate.
If we apply, to-day, to the surface of a body of
open sand a thin lamina of sewage, and on fol-
lowing days a like quantity, we shall find the
sewage suspended in extremely thin layers, cov-
ering particles of sand and intermingled with
more than twice its volume of air. Thus fresh
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air is continuously brought down with the in-
coming sewage by this method of renewal, and
the purification is effected by an oxidizing pro-
cess, or burning; but the chemical products of
rapid dry oxidation by means of heat are dif-
ferent from the products of wet oxidation occur-
ring in the thin laminw of the liquid, covering
the particles of sand, in contact with the air in
the filter. Here nitrification occurs, that is, nitric
acid is formed from the nitrogen of the organic
matter and the oxygen of the air, and this strong
acid immediately combines with the potash, soda,
lime or other base in the sewage, forming nitrate
of potash, soda, or other salt. But when the same
liquid is evaporated and the organic residue is
burned by the application of heat, no nitric acid
is formed and no nitrification results. The con-
ditions favorable to the action of the organisms
which produce nitrification are the presence of
oxygen, of organic matter, of moisture, and of
some alkali, and the temperature should be such
as is favorable to plant life.
The sands used were principally grains of quartz
or of silicates insoluble in two hours' exposure to
strong acid, and the grains of the No. 2 filter aver-
aged about 0.006 inch in diameter. With this
finer sand it was found that, upon an acre, 25,000
gallons of sewage may be filtered daily for an in-
definite period; giving a bright, clear and color-
less effluent, containing hut one-half of one per
cent, as much organic matter as the sewage, and
containing generally less than one ten-thousandth
as many bacteria as the sewage, with the proba-
bility that few if any of these come down from
the surface. The effluent from this filter was
used for some months as the exclusive drink of a
dog, and many people drank of it without un-
pleasant effects. A bottle of it was kept for fifteen
months in a warm light place, continuing bright
and clear, with no bacteria to be found at the end
of the time.
The results show with filter No. 6, that through
four feet of mixed sand and gravel 42,000 gallons
of sewage could be filtered per acre daily, for an
indefinite period, removing 991,2 per cent. of the
organic matter and removing a much larger sum
of the bacteria. The filtered water is bright, clear
and colorless, with every appearance of good spring
water.
From these experiments at Lawrence it has
been proven that the filters in intermittent down-
ward filtration are not mere mechanical filters
straining out the impurities as soil does, but are
subjected to a biological action which causes the
nitrification and prevents the filters from becom-
ing clogged. What this action is has not been
determined as yet, but the points at present estab-
lished are that the best results are obtained in
mature filters which have become adapted to their
work; that a distinct regimen is necessary; that
the sewage is best purified when held in thin
films upon or between sand grains and gravel
stones; and that the greatest destruction of sew-
age bacteria corresponds closely with the time of
most active nitrification.
NOTES.
Mr. W. C. Masterson, '86, informs us that he was
idle for a time after the Indianapolis Car Works
shut down. After working awhile for the turn-
table works at Indianapolis, he left to become
assistant draughtsman for the car works at Madi-
son, Ill. Two months ago he was given charge of
the wheel department, then just starting, which
now has a capacity of 200 per day, and will soon
increase to 400. The company is composed ot
the leading business men of St. Louis. "By the
way, there is a young candidate booked for the
Polytechnic in a few years. Master Clarence
Holman Masterson is just three months old, and
already has an eye for curves, angles and straight
lines."
Just before going to press we received a very
interesting letter from Mr H. G. Brownell, '86,
who is _with Geo. E. Lloyd & Co., of Chicago, de-
scribing—with the aid of an accompanying cata-
logue,—an electro-plating dynamo, designed by
him for the company A detailed description of
the dynamo will appear in the next issue.
Mr. Barton R. Shover, '90, has severed his con-
nection with the Indianapolis Electric Street Rail-
way, as that company has shut down for the year.
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Mr. Theo. L. Condron, '90, is with Mr. John A.
Cole, Consulting Hydraulic Engineer, of Chicago.
His present address is 297 North State street. He
remarks that he hopes that the paper will open a
field for valuable articles from the under-grad-
uates and alumni; and calls our attention to
the fact that in the last issue of the Engineering
News, the recognized periodical among civil engi-
neers, is to be found two lengthy articles re-
printed from the Transit, the paper of the Iowa
University, and both written by under-graduates.
One of the principal endeavors of the TECHNIC is
to become a means of communication between
one and another of the alumni, and also to provide
a medium for any of their productions to the
public. We cannot too forcibly impress upon
them the value and interest any change in occu-
pation or residence, or description of any under-
taking in which they may have been a partici-
pant, is to us.
Mr. Ben McKeen, '85, and bride, have returned
from their wedding tour to California.
Mr. W. H. Palmer, '87, has left the Wenstrom
Dynamo and Motor Works, and is now located
with the Peoria, Decatur and Evansville R. R. at
Peoria, Ill.
Mr. Geo. H. Chapman, '88, is still in the em-
ploy of the Northwestern Lumber Company,
though he has changed his address to Eau Claire,
Wis.
Mr. H. B. Jones, '91, is working for the land-
scape gardeners of the World's Fair Grounds
—Olmstead & Co., Boston, Mass.
Messrs. V. J. Gillett and F. W. Hurlbert, both
of '91, are together in the draughting-room of the
Electrical Works, Detroit, Mich.
Mr. W. S. Menden, '91, is still with his father
at Evansville, and sends his regards to all the
boys.
Mr. Taro Tsuji, '90, was recently elected as a
Junior to the American Society of C. E.
Mr. Max Fitch, '90, has finished his work with
the Evansville Insane Asylum.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
THE CLASS SERIES.
Yale has defeated Princeton; what do we care?
Purdue has won the championship; that's noth-
ing to us. We have played our class series; that
is the thing that interests us most and the thing
in which we shall try to interest our friends at
home in a few weeks. Each player has his own
tales of glory and woe to tell,—to tell in his own
peculiar way, and in order not to hamper him in
this recital of his exploits, this article will only
chronicle in a general way the games that have
been played, leaving every possible opening for
expansion, explanation and minute detail.
SOPHS 10—FRESHMEN 0.
Sophomores versus Freshmen opened the series
on Saturday, November 7, with a rush and a good
crowd of interested spectators out to see the fun.
From the first the Sophs showed superior strength,
and the first half was played almost entirely on
Freshmen territory. With one or two exceptions
the Freshthen seemed not to know the order of a
foot ball line nor that each man must keep in his
own place. As a natural result of this they in-
terfered more with their own men than they did
with the Sophs. But during the last half they
braced up and played a much closer game, being
near the Sophs' goal line much of the time. They
failed to score however, and the game went to the
Sophs with the score of 10 to 0. The following
are the teams:
SOPHOMORES. FRESHMEN.
Hedden . . . ... Left end . . . . . Brown
Riedle .  Left tackle . Wiggins
McNaught  Left guard T. C. Smith
Shultz  Center  . Comfort
Andrews . . . ..... Right guard Breyfogle
Skinner  Right tackle. . 
.. 
..... Klinger
McCaffery Right end . . Troxler
Anderson
...
 Quarter back.. . . Hartman, captain
Winters . . .  
  Half backs 
 
f Light
O'Brien, captain 
ft  
. 
.... 1 Gray
Full back Layman Troxler
The running and tackling of Winters and
O'Brien for the Sophs and of Light and Troxler
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for the Freshmen were especially noticeable, while
Andrews, McCaffery, Smith and Brown showed
marked ability at blocking.
SENIORS 18—JUNIORS 0.
On the same afternoon and imniediately after
the preceding was played the Senior-Junior game.
Class feeling has for some time run rather high
between these two classes and some expected an
outburst in this game; but they were disap-
pointed, as nothing happened beyond the ordin-
ary foot ball scraps about points. During the first
half it seemed to be a close game, and neither
side scored; but the Juniors worked their half
backs too hard while the Seniors' did almost
nothing. This showed its effect at once in the
second half when the Seniors took the ball and
rushed the game. The Juniors were too badly
worn to make more than a feeble resistance, and
at the end of the half and game '92 were victors
with the score of 18 to 0. The teams lined up as
follows:
SENIORS. JUNIORS.
Dietrich  Right end Huthsteiner
Young. . Johonnott
Davis Moth
Reariarz ..
.....Right tackle
Right guard
Center Wenzel
 
Left guard  . . Ross
Oglesby   Left tackle Waite
Rock Left end • Klotz
Hussey ...... . Quarter back Sample, captain
Boyles Half backs  McDermottFogarty, captain  Gibson
Layman  Full back Rice
In this as in the preceding game Professors
Mees and Kirshner acted as referee and umpire
and guaranteed good conduct on the part of play-
ers. In the first Boyles and in the second Light
assisted in refereeing.
JUNIORS 16—FRESHMEN 6.
On Saturday, November 14, two more games
were played. In the first between the Juniors
and Freshmen some good dashes were made on
both sides, but the Freshmen failed to "bunch
their hits" and lost for lack of team work; evi-
dently they had not gained much in this respect
since the Sophomore game. In the first half the
Juniors took the ball and forming the V pushed
clear through the Freshman line and scored a
touchdown on the first dash. Later on, however,
the Freshmen crowded their opponents back to
their goal line and were given a touchdown on a
foul pass forward from behind the line by Rice.
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Light kicked the goal. The Juniors again took
the lead and by the end of the game had the score
16 to 6 in their favor.
In this Valentine and Biglow played instead
of Klotz and Huthsteiner, for the Juniors, and
Reuhl, Hebb and Mundy instead of Klinger,
Comfort and Crockwell.. With some changing of
positions the teams were as given above. Boyles
referee and Fogarty umpire.
SENIORS 8—SOPHOMORES 0.
The Senior-Sophomore game played just after
the last described was the closest of all the series.
The Senior team was exactly and the Sophomore
team nearly the same as on the preceding Satur-
day; Hildreth playing center and Lash half for
the Sophs. The Seniors fumbled and muffed
at almost every pass and their interference was
poor. The Sophs blocked much better and fum-
bled less, but their half backs could not break
through the Seniors' tacklers. Superior tackling
gained the day for the Seniors, as it was when the
Sophs held the ball that they gained ground.
They made two touchdowns both by the V.
Score 8-0.
SENIORS 21—FRESHMEN 10.
The last game of the series was played on Sat-
urday, 21st of November, between the Seniors
and Freshmen; by the schedule the Sophs and
Juniors should have played their game on the
same day but on account of damp ground and
delicate constitutions they postponed the game
to the following Saturday. This "following Sat-
urday" has since seemed to be a vanishing quan-
tity as even the prospect of this game being played
has now faded out of sight. Confident of being
able to win without difficulty the Seniors' substi-
tutes were put in, Wetherbee, Matthews and Rose
taking the places of Frank, Davis and Oglesby in
the previous list. For the Freshmen, Light took
Hartman's place as captain.
From the first the Seniors' wedge was able to
make five or ten yards at every shove and became
their mode of attack. During the whole game
the Freshmen made only one or two attempts to
run with the ball, depending entirely upon kick-
ing. Under too soft a snap the Seniors became
loose and on careless plays the Freshmen gained
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two touchdowns; kicked goal once. Final score
21 to 10.
RETROSPECTION.
The Seniors hold the championship with a clear
record of three victories and no defeat; the Sophs
and Juniors are tied, each having won one, and
lost one game. The Freshmen take the booby
with three defeats.. Interest in foot ball has been
developed to a much higher degree here this fall
than ever before. More men have taken part,
and those who could not take part encouraged
the others. The class teams were stronger than
ever before, and among them some good players
can easily be picked out.
Spirit, energy and that reckless disregard of
personal injury necessary to a foot ball player
have not been wanting; yet mortality due to the
game has been held to a minimuni; there have
been no broken bones nor even dislocated joints;
a few bruises and sprains are all we have to show
for the fall's sport. Those brutal and barbarous fea-
tures, everywhere, except with the players them-
selves, ascribed to the game have not materialized
in a single case. In the hope of being permitted
sometime to enter the foot ball race with the
other colleges of the association, we have been
careful to show that those features, which acted
as the main cause in withholding us from the
league this fall, are not necessary parts of the
game and that we can play without them. To
obtain the permission of the faculty must of course
be the first object of our efforts; after that come
the other difficulties—namely, to get men heavy
enough to compete with the teams of the other
colleges; to get money for a coach, a training
table, etc.; and to get time for training. But as
we have never failed in any enterprise yet, so we
will not fail in this; relying on perseverance and
a straight forward policy we are sure to succeed.
Stay with it.
To the Freshmen it was a subject for no little
congratulation that they had been able to score
against the Seniors, thereby accomplishing what
neither the Juniors nor Sophomores had been
able to do. With this encouragement they now
feel able to defeat both of the last named teams.
THE PURDUE TEAM.
This has been a great year for Purdue at foot
ball and has clearly demonstrated that she is
right in line with the eastern colleges. There is
no college west of Cornell that can down her.
The standard of play has been raised to a high
level and our only care now will be to maintain
it. The team work has been particularly notice-
able, and its value has been so impressed upon our
men that it will be the feature of Purdue's game
for the future. It is true that we shall lose sev-
eral of our men next year, but we have a second
eleven which can beat any team in the state, and
next year we hope to play our second eleven in
the Indiana Inter-Collegiate Association and se-
cure outside dates with Ann Arbor, Cornell, dzc.,
for the first eleven. Two years ago Butler knew
more about foot ball than all the other Indiana
Colleges put together. Purdue went to Indian-
apolis on that memorable day, Thanksgiving day,
1889, an aggregation of green " log-haulers " and
" balcksmiths." We had good material but little
knowledge of the game, practically no signals
and only a vague idea of what each man was to
do. It is not strange that we were defeated, 14-0.
Last year the services of another coach were se-
cured, and under his guidance were gathered
together a team of brilliant individual players.
They, however, were almost entirely lacking in
team work. Our men had plenty of determina-
tion and were after the pennant, consequently de-
voted every moment to practice and training.
The result of the year's work was an overtrained
and over confident team. No trouble was en-
countered in defeating DePauw and Wabash, as
neither knew the first principles of the game.
These results were achieved almost solely by
brilliant individual work. We faced Butler the
second time. We had profited by our defeat of
the year before, and although we expected hard
work, we hoped to win. At the end of the first
half, with the score 10-0 in our favor, things
looked pretty bright. At this point we began to
lose. Our great guard, Teeters, was unable to
play the game out, and as we had not learned the
necessity of efficient substitutes we were unable
to fill his place. Butler took heart and played
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like demons. They were quick to note our
weak places and bucked them again and again.
Thus, the result of the game was another victoiy
for Butler by the score of 12-10. Our men now
saw the value of team work and efficient coach-
ing, and at the opening of this season secured the
sevices of Ames and Donnelly. With one excep-
tion all of the old team were back, so no time
was lost in trying to fill vacant places, but at the
same time the captain and coach were on the
lookout for new material. Donnelly soon brought
our end rushers up to a high state of perfection.
He has peculiar methods of his own in instruct-
ing his pupils, and he never fails to impress upon
them the value or truth of what he says.
In Herkless and Moore Purdue has two end
rushers who have no equals in the west. Their
tackling is sure and hard, and Minor, in his
famous around the end plays (he never goes
through the centre) never stirred from his tracks.
On the other hand our backs have made many a
brilliant run through the splendid blocking and
interferring of these men. Donnelly gave par-
ticular attention to our ends, but he also looked
after the general tackling of the team, and to him
is due the superiority of our team in this import-
ant feature. Steveson, our big centre rush, has
no equal outside of the "big 3," and has more
little tricks of his own than Hennen's eagle. He
is the coolest man on the team, and probably will
be captain next year. Our guards, Teeters and
Fulkerson, are both strong and quick; Teeters is
one of the men whom Princeton was anxious to
get. Fulkerson has improved wonderfully over
last year, and has a record of never letting a man
through him. Our tackles, Finney and Little,
are two brilliant players; short and stocky, both
fast runners and good dodgers, they present the
ideal men for their positions. Finney is es-
pecially noted for his splendid dodging, and seems
to have a wonderful faculty for getting the ball on
a fumble or out of an opponent's arms and with
a clear field before him has added many a touch
down to our score. Little is known as the "man
who says nothing, but plays foot ball." Nobody
has ever heard him utter a word during a game.
His work at Indianapolis Thanksgiving day was
especially brilliant and the admiration of the
thousands. The position of quarter-back was
the only one vacant at the opening of this season.
In Hardy and Kintner we have splendid material,
and expect much from them in the future. Stu-
debaker has been full back.for two years. His
strong point is in kicking.. He is a fast runner
and a good dodger. He is capable of playing a
splendid game, but is careless in training. Next
year will doubtless witness a great improvement
in his game, as he will have to do it to hold his
position. Thompson, our little sprinter, is the
lightest man on the team, but has pluck enough
for two. He is a fast runner and quick dodger,
and interferes with good judgment. Olds is care-
less in training, but when he goes into a game he
plays with-all his might, and is a strong man in
his place. Lackey is, perhaps, the most widely
known of any of the "boiler makers." He has had
a good deal of free advertisement by DePauw, and
has played base ball in Terre Haute twice. He
is, perhaps, the best ground maker that Purdue
has. He needs no description, as he must be
familiar to every reader of the TECHNIC.
The success of our team this year is due, not
alone to the brilliant individual work of the
men, but more especially to their fine team work.
As the game is played by Purdue the man who
carries the ball does the least work, and is simply
following out the instructions given him by an
understood signal. Our men are taught to obey
the signal, and must not waver an instant. Each
man has a specified duty to perform in each play,
And should one fail to block his man or to inter-
fere at the proper moment the play fails. Our
men do not try to run in with the ball each time,
but our plays and tricks are designed for a steady
and sure advance of the requisite five yards.
Should the play meet with better success than
was anticipated it is then time for an individual
effort on the part of our great dodging back s. All
this is due to the patient effort of the great
" Snake " Ames, who made a national reputation
for himself on Berkley oval Thanksgiving day,
'89. Not alone is he a star player, but an effective
coacher and a great general, as well as an excel-
lent judge of material.
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-Purdue will ever remember these two men and
their tactics. We have had Yale, Harvard and
Princeton tactics, and we believe as they do in
the east, that Princeton knows more foot ball
than any college in America. Looking at the
record of Purdue fcir the last three years, and
comparing her knowledge of the game with that
of her sister colleges, Purdue is justly called the
"Princeton of the West."
DEC. 7, 1891. E. F. Norton.
DEPAUW'S PROTEST.
Twice since the organization of the Intercol-
legiate Athletic Association have games been pro-
tested and the executive committee called upon
to decide the question. The first, that in which
Butler protested her DePauw game -on the ground
that PePauw's pitcher, Dougan, was not at the
time a bona fide student of DePauw, was plain and
attracted little attention because DePauw was so
clearly in the wrong. The second, however, occur-
ring within the last month, was a much more im-
portant case, in that on the one hand it virtually
decided the championship in foot ball, and as on
the other hand it aroused all interested in the
intercollegiate association to a realization of the
weakness of the present organization.
Stated. briefly, DePauw protested the DePauw-
Purdue game of foot ball played on November 9
on several counts as follows: First, that R. A.
Lackey who played on the Purdue team was not
a bona fide student of Purdue, and that he was a
professional; second, foul plays made by Purdue;
third, unjustness of the referee; fourth, forced
to play under unfavorable circumstances; fifth,
grounds unfit for game; sixth, not a full game
was played. The executive committee, consist-
ing of J. L. Davis, of DePauw, chairman, R. F.
Davidson, of Butler, and W. J. Fogarty, of R. P. I.,
was convened at Indianapolis on November 16th.
Before the real business of the meeting was
taken up, the question arose as to the propriety
of having Mr. Davis sit with the committee in de-
riding the protest; Mr. Davis refusing to vacate
of his own accord, the committee settled the point
by voting him off and electing Mr. Stegmaier, of
I. U., to take his place.
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Mr. Stegmaier was telegraphed for and arrived
in time to resume business next day. Here
another outside point came up and was decided
by the committee ruling that none but under-
graduates should take part in the discussion; the
ruling was aimed particularly at the attorneys by
whom both Purdue and DePauw were at first rep-
resented.
The true business now came up; Mr. Smith pre-
sented DePauw's side and Mr. Noel represented
Purdue, these gentlemen being the managers of
their respective teams. Mr. Smith first gave evi-
dence that Mr. Lackey had been a professional
foot ball player; but this was thrown out by the
committee, inasmuch as the constitution does not
provide against professionalism. As evidence that
Lackey was not a bona fide student of Purdue, Mr.
Smith could give nothing beyond his own affirma-
tion that appearances were against Lackey. On
the other counts the discussion showed that De-
Pauw had voluntarily taken the chances equally
with Purdue and the committee afterward decided
them to be without foundation.
As counter evidence to the above, Mr. Noel
presented Mr. Lackey's written statement that he
was a bona fide student of Purdue and that he re-
ceived no compensation for playing foot ball;
certificates from President Smart and Professor
Phillips, of Purdue, that Lackey was a bona fide
student of that institution; and Professor Coulter,
being present, testified that the whole faculty of
Purdue had held Lackey to be a bona fide student.
After discussing thoroughly the evidence given
on both sides, the committee decided in favor of
Purdue.
This decision virtually gave the chamflionship
for this year to Purdue, as there was no chance of
Butler being able to defeat her; DePauw until
her defeat at Lafayette had won every game and
by a decision favorable to herself, would have be-
come champion; hence the hard struggle.
Of more importance than this, however, is the
effect which the contest has had in pointing out
the weak points of the association's constitution.
At present a man has only to matriculate in any
light course, announce that he is a bona fide
student, and the association is almost powerless
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to prevent his playing in the various games and
contests. Again as has appeared repeatedly in
intercollegiate contests, good faith counts for
nothing and integrity is a good joke; the consti-
tution depending on the honor of those who estab-
lished it to have its spirit carried out, has proven
to be little better than a farce. It is now for those
who recognize the evil to define the remedy—and
the definition must be iron clad.
NOTES.
Bids are now being received by the Board of Di-
rectors of the A:A. for work on two much needed
improvements. First, that of making two clay
tennis courts to be located just west of the shops
between the shops and the west fence; they will
be put in the best possible condition and fur-
nished with backnets, and for the future our ten-
nis players will not be at the disadvantage of
practicing on turf courts and playing on clay
ourts in match games. The other improvement
is that of putting down a wooden floor in that
part of the basement honored by the name of
gymnasium. It will be possible when this is
done to keep the room clean and fit for exercis-
ing, which it is now impossible to do.
About two weeks ago a copy of the constitution
of 'the Athletic Association was posted on the
bulletin board together with a notice stating that
a committee on constitutional revision had been
appointed by the board of directors, and request-
ing that all those interested should hand in sug-
gestions for amendments, to the committee. The
committee has not as yet received any such sug-
gestions. That this revision is necessary most of
the upper classmen have recognized on several
different occasions. It is to be hoped, then, that
each one's interest in the Association will yield
some suggestion for improvement. In other
words, let each one consider it long enough to pick
a flaw and prescribe the remedy.
Franklin College, being prohibited like our-
selves from playing with other colleges, has kept
up her interest in football by playing a series of
class games.
To be called " iron-pounders " and "boiler
makers" seems to cause Purdue no embarrass-
ment at all. At the Thanksgiving game many
Purdue students decorated themselves with an
abundance of the college colors on which were
lettered the above titles. No doubt much of their
complacency was due to the consciousness that
the iron-pounders and boiler makers were that
day to teach their more refined and cultured ad-
versaries how to play foot ball.
The foot ball championship race in this state
resulted as follows: Purdue first, won four games
lost none. DePauw second, won from Butler,
Indiana University and Wabash and lost to Pur-
due. Butler third, won from Wabash and I. U.,
and lost to Purdue and DePauw. Wabash fourth,
won from I. U. and lost to the other three. I. U.
fifth, did not win a game. Not one of her oppo-
nents was able to even score against Purdue.
By winning from each of the other classes in
the series this fall the Seniors have completed a
four years' course of victory. They can well
afford now to hang up their suits and rest on
their laurels, assured now that at least four years
must elapse before any class can rival them in
having "Never lost a game."
The littleness of those who persist in availing
themselves of all the privileges of the Athletic
Association without paying their dues to the As-
sociation is something tremendous. What they
think of themselves cannot be imagined; but
what others think of them, as frequently ex-
pressed on the campus, is not at all flattering to
their characters.
It is to be regretted that the schedule of class
games, so nicely carried out up to the last game,
should have that game cut off. The weather is
not to blame, but the Sophs and Juniors them-
selves are at fault. Some say the Juniors are
afraid, others that the Sophs dare not. Perhaps
both are right.
The total scores of the class series were: Se-
niors 47, Juniors 16, Sophomores 10, Freshmen 0.
9g-c
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THE ORCHESTRAL CLUB.
The Rose Polytechnic Orchestral Club, whose
picture we take pleasure in presenting this month,
was organized in November of 1889. Until that
time a successful organization of the kind was
thought to be impossible because no student could
be found who was competent to lead. As the
class of '93, then Freshmen, became acquainted
with each other, they discovered that the class
could very easily organize a class orchestra. Under
the leadership of Svend E. Johannesen, a splendid
cornetist, an orchestra of seven pieces was brought
together and several rehearsals were held. As soon
as the Institute reopened in January several ap-
plications for membership were received from
upper class men and it was decided to make the
organization an institute affair. Contrary to all
expectations the club strengthened until the 23d
of May, 1890, when, with thirteen pieces, a con-
cert was given in the Congregational church which
was very kindly placed at their disposal. The
following was the programme:
PART I.
1. Overture-" Cleopatra"  Blanchelau
Orchestral Club.
2. Bess Solo-" I Fear No Foe"  Ciro Pinsuti
S. E. Johannesen.
3. "Poem of Love" Babtiste
Orchestral Club.
4. Violin Duett-" Liebesfrilling "  E hrich, Op. 32
E. C. Laux and W. G. Hesser.
5. Soprano Solo-" Sing, Smile, Slikaber " Gounod
Miss Harriett E. Paige.
(Violin obligato by E. C. Laux.)
6. Song for Cornet-" Ye Pretty Birds" Gumbert
Orchestral Club.
PART II.
1. Organ Solo-" Turkish Patrol"  Beethoven
Mrs. Allyn Adams.
2. Cornet Solo-" Lorinda Polka" Heed
S. E. Johannesen.
3. Contralto Solo-" Loves Sorrow" Harry Schelly
Miss Frances Carlton.
4. Trombone Solo-" Wild Flowers"  Wallace
H. S. Hart, with Orchestra.
5. Violin Solo-" Romanza "
W. G. Hesser.
6. "The Day Is Done" Bal fe
Orchestral Club.
With a loss of two members the club resumed
A Ehrhart, Op. 41
its work in the fall of 1890, and with fifteen pieces
and the following programme a second concert
was given on the 26th of March, 1891:
PART I.
1. "Roman March" Gounod
Orchestral Club.
2. Cornet Solo-" Glen Island Waltz"  T. V. Short
S. E. Johannesen.
3. String Sextette-" Schlummerlied " . . . . Chr. E hrsfeld, Op. 11
Members Orchestral Club.
4. "Intermezzo from Ballet Naila " Leo Delibes
Orchestral Club.
5. Violin Duett-" Mendelssohnia Waltzes" 
 Rlizi a
E. C. Laux and W. G. Hesser.
6. Organ Solo Lefebure- Weyl
Mrs. Allyn Adams.
PART II.
1. "Knights' Quickstep" Shepard
R. P. I. Banjo Club.
2. " Unter den Linden" E ilenberg
Orchestral Club.
3. Soprano Solo-" From the Alps the Horn Resounding" . Proch
Miss Harriett E. Paige.
(Flute obligato by H. M. Meadows.)
l:ovei;roomt i o rlo r!ohteh Forest"lavo 
Favor Show" 
   Abt4. Brass Quartette
Members Orchestral Club. Mendelssohn
5. " Narien Waltzes"  E ilenberg
Orchestral Club.
The club has now fourteen members who are
all working earnestly for the success of their third
concert, which will probably be given about the
middle of March, 1892. Miss Harriett E. Paige,
an honorary member of the club, has been of great
assistance, both at the piano and with her voice,
during the past two years, and it is with sincere
regret that they find it impossible for her to take
an active part in their rehearsals during the pres-
ent year. During the existence of the club the
members have taken much pleasure in giving
their assistance in a great many entertainments.
Since the organization the following persons
have been members:
LEADER-S. E. Johannesen, cornet.
PIANISTS-Miss Harriett E. Paige and R. E. Johnson.
FIRST VIOLINS. CORNETS.
W. G. Hesser, '93. *T. S. Perkins, '93.
E. C. Laux, '92. *T. W. Stone, '94.
SECOND VIOLINS. C. H. Holderman, '95.
*S. H. Fechheimer, '93.
H. G. Kilbourne, '94. TROMBONES.
C. E. Mendenhall, '94. H. S. Hart, '93.
R. E. Huthsteiner, '93. ''AG. E. Tally, '92.
VIOLA.
A. M. Hood, '93.
FLUTES.
OH. M. Meadows, '94.
*M. DeF. Sample, '93.
F. G. Hunt, '95.
CLARIONETS.
W. S. Todd, '93.
A. V. Manchester, '94.
C. L. Jones, '95.
CELLO.
W. J. Ehrsam, '92.
BASS.
J. S. Royse, '94.
DRUMS, ETC.
*Ed. Allen, '92.
0 Not now connected with the organization.
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THE MONTH'S MEDLEY.
DEIS IRAE.
Since by Mr. Buckle's infallible law there must
be the usual number of flunks this Christmas,
and as the examination is no respector of Soph-
omores, our time is short. Let us see what para-
doxes, what errors, what impossibilities we can
find in our studies to offer the folks at home as a
substitute for a class standing above sixty.
We know all about space, the infinite nothing-
ness in which we float. Our ideas on that were
pretty clear until old Father Descartes told us
that two bodies in a vacuous space must be in
contact, since there is nothing between them.
The laws of conservation and correllation of
energy were our last specimens of perspicuous
logic, but Dr. Mees has crushed it all. If we
carry his brass killogramme weight to an infinite
distance from the earth (the sun and stars being
suppressed during the experiment) all the energy
required to raise the kilo to that great height
would be lost, for at infinity gravity equals zero,
and the kilo would never return.
The straight line and space of three dimensions
were ideas lucid enough until Prof. Clifferd fogged
us. According to him our straight line twists
itself into more wrinkles than a pair of Normal-
ite trousers. His brilliant reasoning bends our
old homoloidal space into four or more dimen-
sions, and after being thus bent, it becomes knot-
ted and bumpy, said humps producing our differ-
ent sensations and emotions. Query: What
space bump did Tuesday collide with on that
night when he was borne home on the shutter?
But whatever comes to pass, we will never give
up our first love, the Algebra of the Arabians.
Occasionally, however, we have "that all gone
feeling," when, for instance, we muse on the
equation:
Let a=b
a2=ab
a'—b2=a b-132
(a+b) (a—b)=b (a—b)
ad-b=b
2 b=b
2=1. '94.
THE WESTINGHOUSE INSTRUCTION CAR.
About seventy-five of the Poly boys were very
handsomely entertained by Messrs. F. M. Nellis
and F. B. Farmer, on the evening of December 7.
Messrs. Nellis and Farmer were here in charge of
the Westinghouse Instruction Car, which contains
the complete outfit for illustrating the braking
apparatus of thirty cars. Both gentlemen spent
about two hours in explaining and re-explaining
the action of the different parts. This car is one
of the means of instructing railroad men as to the
proper use and management of the Westinghouse
automatic brake. It is of the ordinary length,
the only peculiarity noticeable from the outside
being a four wheeled truck under one end and a
six wheeled truck under the other. Along the
center of the interior of, and extending two-thirds
of its length, are arranged thirty sets of brake cyl-
inders, placed on end. On each side of the car are
placed sections of the different working parts of the
system and working models of the different meth-
ods of applying the brake to a locomotive. At one
end of the room in which the brake cylinders are
mounted, are placed an upright boiler of 12 h. p.;
a Westinghouse high speed engine of 5 h. p.; a
small Westinghouse electric light generator, used
for lighting the car, and an air pump exactly sim-
ilar to that used on locomotives. A main reser-
voir, together with the engineer's improved brake
valve, is mounted at the other end of the brake
room. From this point the whole system was
controlled and explained by Mr. Farmer. One
end of the car is fitted up as an office, with fold-
ing berths and other accommodations for the com-
fort of the gentlemen who are in charge.
When instructing engineers and firemen in the
management of the system, eight or ten men are
admitted and given an illustrated lecture of about
two hours' length and are then subjected to an
oral "quiz," the main object of this quiz being to
stimulate the men to better work. This plan of
instruction is followed over the entire country.
The car was built in February, 1889, and since
that time has traveled 35,577 miles.
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THE SENIOR BANQUET.
The Senior class was treated to quite an agree-
able surprise last month which came in the form
of an invitation from Mr. Sigmund Frank to join
him in the celebration of his birthday anniversary.
The invitation was joyfully accepted, and not long
after eight o'clock on the night of November 28th
the class of '92 was gathered in the parlors of the
Frank residence on South Fifth street, where Mr.
Frank was assisted in receiving his guests by his
mother, his brothers Isadore and Max, his cousins
Mistles Frank and Rothschild and Mrs. Will
Morris.
After an hour most pleasantly spent in conver-
sation, in general upon foot ball and class jokes,
Mr. Frank announced that light refreshments
would be served in the dining room. A second
invitation to adjourn thence was quite unneces-
sary, and a change of base was easily effected, ac-
companied by a slight change of limits clearly
denoted by dl where 1 equals waist measure.
The light refreshments were served in twelve
courses, and the general sentiment of the class of
'92 is, that never have they been seated at a ban-
quet superior, in any respect, to this one.
From the above data "it can easily be seen"
that several integrations were necessary and, in
each case, a change of limits preceded the same.
The following equation for transverse change of
dimemsions is " clearly" the correct one:
k n {2 n-3 k I18 /cu
where p=pull (external).
k=bulk modulus of elasticity.
n=modulus of rapidity.
The following of lateral expansion becoming
p (2 n-3 
18 kn
Various capacities were subjected to the most
rigid tests for a time t=2i hours, under an uni-
formly varying load which reaches a maximum
at about 11 P. M. This series of most happy ex-
periments was drawn to a close by a return of the
2' '92 to the parlors, where toasts were soon in
order. The president, W. A. Layman, served as
toast-master, taking occasion by way of prelim-
inary, to present Mr. Frank, on behalf of the
class, a fine meerchaum pipe.
J. C. Young responded to " Banquo's Ghost,"
giving a brief sketch of the life of that noted
Italian (?) A. W. Wicks caused much laughter by
his ludricrous disposal of "A Beautiful Parallax ;"
and W. J. Fogarty followed with a few practical
solutions, by methods of Rankine, of the foot
ball problem as it appears in the Rose Polytechnic
to-day. In his pathetic response to "Jake and
Shorty," W. J. Ehrsam drew drops of moisture
to the eyes of many hearers. "The Eclipse of
Struss," by A. M. Deitrich ; "Bank Shots," by R.
G. Wood; "Who Painted the Roof," by M. L.
Oglesby; and the "Estimation on Cost of Lan-
guage Books," by L. S. Rose, were each in their
turn applauded. Probably the best effort was
that of "Sig." himself, who outshone all previous
efforts in his treatment of "The Latest." The
programme of assigned toasts was concluded by
Mr. W. S. Davis, in a touching paragraph on
"Sleep, Beautiful Sleep." Each one of the men
responded in some manner, and all toasted Mr.
Frank for his generous entertainment.
At a very late hour the class was called to order
by the president and, after extending compli-
ments and best wishes to the host and those who
had so ably assisted him, business concerning
the future welfare of the class was considered.
After nearly six hours of thorough enjoyment
the men reluctantly bid all good night and van-
ished as only Polys can at That hour of the night.
E. F.
THE INDIANA MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.
For several years past a nuniber of enthusiastic
teachers of mathematics in Indiana have met from
time to time in various parts of the state accord-
ing as. they were invited by the different colleges
of the state. Last spring they met at Terre Haute
in response to an invitation from the Rose Poly-
technic. This fall, November 12th, 13th and 14th,
they went to Lafayette under the auspices of Pur-
due. The Rose Polytechnic was represented by
Prof. Hathaway, who read a paper on "The
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Teaching of Mathematics in the Preparatory
Schools" and presented short sketches of" Spher-
ical Harmonics," "Step Analysis" and " Imag-
inaries." The State Normal was represented by
Mrs. Lizzie S. Byers and Miss Elizabeth Long, and
Coates College by Miss Wardlaw, professor of
mathematics. The other colleges of the state were
well represented, and owing to the kindness of the
president and professors at Purdue the occasion
was profitable and pleasant to all. At the Purdue
meeting it was decided to organize under the name
of "The Indiana Mathematical Association."
The objects of the association are for the improve-
ment of mathematical teaching in Indiana and
for social intercourse. Teachers in the Indiana
College Association are ex officio members of this
association. The next meeting is a joint session
with the high school teachers of the state for the
discussion of mathematical teaching in the high
schools.
TEST OF THE LARGE ELECTRO-MAGNET.
Messrs. Ott, Putnam, Tippy and Wilson, of the
Senior class, have been working extra time in the
engineering laboratory during the greater part of
this term and have been assisting Professors Gray
and Mees in making measurements of the in-
tensity of the magnetic field between the poles of
the large electro-magnet in the electrical engineer-
ing department. The measurements have for
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their chief object the determination of the in-
tensity of field which can be obtained between
the field magnets and armature of dynamo ma-
chines when different magnetizing forces and dif-
ferent air spaces are used. The effect of changing
the position of the magnetizing coil relatively to
the armature and the mode of distributing the
wire in the coil has also been investigated. The
results are intended to furnish such data for the
design of dynamos or motors as will enable their
characteristics to be accurately determined by cal-
culation previous to manufacture.
AT THE FOOT BALL GAME.
"The ball is much like a.young lady," quoth
she, "the center of attraction of thousands."
"Yes," quoth he, "and, as usual, quite incon-
sistent. Constantly changing sides."
"Nevertheless often imposed upon and tram-
pled under foot," answered she.
"Much more frequently hugged," suggested he.
"Not of its own accord," blushed she.
"But submitted to without remonstrance," con-
tended he.
"Of graceful form, you must concede,"
she.
"Although laced together," replied he.
"Constantly sought after," argued she.
"But always played with," retaliated he.
"You mean thing ! " concluded she.
"My daughter," and his voice was stern,
"You must set this matter right;
What time did that Sophomore leave the house,
Who sent in his card last night?"
"His work was pressing, father dear,
And his love for it was great,
He took his leave and went his way,
Before a quarter of eight."
Then a twinkle came in her bright blue eyes,
And her dimples deeper grew,
" 'Tis surely no sin to tell him that,
For a quarter of eight is two."
—Exchange.
sighed
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LOCALISMS.
The " 92 " is almost obliterated from the roof.
In a week every student will be kicking for
goal.
The first strains of the "dead march can now
be heard.
Professor Noyes will contribute to the January
TECHNIC.
Each of the class foot ball teams have been
photographed.
Ti S. Perkins' address is now 36 Lincoln street,
Worcester, Mass.
It is reported that Breyfogle will make another
try for a moustache.
Tinsley, Layman and Folsom spent Thanks-
giving in Indianapolis.
One of the Freshmen is quoted as asking what
" sympathetic " division was.
clinger, '95, after an absence of a week, on ac-
count of sickness, has returned.
Prof. Ames was confined to the house for a few
days on account of a sore instep.
Visits by parents of the students have been
numerous during the last month.
Pugh, '95, was called home Thanksgiving on
account of sickness in the family.
After much effort some one has decided that it
is a poor Reuhl which fails to work both ways.
An absent-minded Senior has discovered that
the physical laboratory clock generates sewer gas.
One member of the Freshman class is of an ex-
ceedingly happy disposition, and is always Com-
fort-able.
Those who took occasion to look at the mail
board some time ago were very much surprised
to see a =letter addressed to Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
McCormick. How? When? Where?
The Seniors broke the record last week. In a
language quizz the class average was about ninety-
six and five-tenths.
A friend of the institute recently presented the
library with a set of Stedman's American Litera-
ture, eleven volumes.
Sophomore work in descriptive geometry this
term, before review, included sixty exercises and
nine general problems.
Examinations begin on Friday, the 18th inst.,
and. end Tuesday, the 22d. The following term
will commence January 5th.
Anderson, '94, will be absent the latter part of
this week, his brother's marriage furnishing px-
cuse. He will return on Friday.
Stone, '94, having decided to discontinue .his
course at the Poly, took leave of his many friends
and left for home on the 19th ult.
E. P. Coleman and S. K. Kenower, formerly of
'93, are very pleasantly located at the Leland
Stanford University, Menlo Park, Cal.
Anderson, '95, recently experienced a some-
what severe attack of malaria, which interrupted
his regular work for nearly three weeks.
S. W. Wheelock, Jr., formerly of '93, is located
in the drafting room of the "Moline Plow Co.,"
not the "Moline Plow Works," Moline, Ill.
Fogarty, '92, was in Indianapolis a few days last
month, assisting in the final decision of the Pur-
due—DePauw foot ball game played Nov. 9.
As the time of examinations approaches and
each looks into the eyes of another and wonders
if they will meet again, he realizes how uncertain
is life.
It is said that Mr. Calhoun, the pattern-maker,
is quite a favorite among the Freshmen. He has
been instructing the boys in the care and quality
of saws.
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The many friends of John P. Butts, will be
pleased to learn that he is located at Grand Cross-
ing, Ills:, in the employ of the Kenwood Bridge
Company.
The Juniors have finally succumbed to the need
of a better knowledge of calculus and are review-
ing a portion of their work of the previous term,
on that subject.
Quite a number of the boys were favored with
invitations for Thanksgiving dinner from friends
in the city. All of these felt how good it was to
have a "friend M need."
A feature of improvement will be the lighting
of the civil room by electricity. There is a pos-
sibility that the machine designing room may be
equipped in the same manner.
The Seniors have in contemplation the publi-
cation of a souvenir class history. Should the
proposed plan be adopted the souvenir will be one
the class may justly feel proud of.
There is an unwritten law which prohibits un-
necessary interruption in the civil "observatory."
Occasionally the unsophisticated stroll up there
and become aware of its existence.
Johannesen and Johnson, '93, on the sick list
for some time, returned to find that the class had
been waiting for them. There is a bond of true
sympathy between the Junior boys.
Profossor Waldo spent a few hours at the Insti-
tute on the 30th. Many and cordial were the
greetings given him by those who knew him
when he was connected with the Institute.
Polytechnic students attending a Normal lec-
ture are to be cautioned against any behavior
that would suggest a close relationship to that in-
stitution. Schultz and Skinner observe specially.
Perhaps Prof. Kirchner imagined his eyesight
had failed to serve him properly at the commence-
ment of the first drawing exercise after Thanks-
giving day. At the second hour, when the other
half of the Sophomore section strolled in, things
assumed once more .a natural appearance.
Dr. Mendenhall visited the Institute for a few
hours week before last. The upper class-men,
always glad to to see the doctor's- pleasant face,
greeted him with a round of applause.
Ten Polys have consented to act as ushers at
the several concerts in the Coates College course.
They are Tinsley, L. S. Rose, Blinks, Wicks, Fol-
som, Putnam, Layman, White, C. McCulloch, A.
M. Hood.
What must we endure next? A party of
young lady visitors from DePauw University
strolled into the civil room and as a result of their
observations there explained what they had seen
in the Gym.
With but one day for Thanksgiving most of the
boys were compelled to content themselves with
dreams of what might have been, unless perchance
they received word that some of their relatives
were "sick."
Now approaches the time when the student be-
comes cognizant of the unsatisfactory work for
which he is responsible, and wastes much time in
the preparation of excuses which will explain his
low term work.
Through the consideration of Folsom, the Y.
M. C. A. need never be without a place for meet-
ing. When the Presbyterian church is not avail-
able for the purpose, his room is at the disposal
of the Association.
President Eddy read a paper before the Terre
Haute Literary Club last Monday evening on the
"History of the Moon." Professor Noyes is down
for a paper on "Heinrich Ibsen," December 21,
and Professor Wickersham for a paper an "The-
osophy," February 29.
The business-like appearance of the wood room
indicates that the boys are getting excellent train-
ing in that department. One of the latest pro-
ductions is a drawing board 6x3i feet, for the
city engineer of Terre Haute. A protector for
the edger is one of the newest improvements de-
cided upon, therefore as a "finger jointer" its
career is about to end.
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When suitable space can be obtained there may
appear an article relative to the student who,
upon making a blunder and being corrected, ex-
plains that the correction is just what "he meant."
Sophomores, be cautious.
The condenser which has been in the machine
shop long enough to make the acquaintance of
all the students, is being fitted to both the West-
inghOuse and Brown engines, and is to. be used
chiefly for purposes of experiment.
The Thanksgiving box from home was exceed-
ingly popular this year, and is about the only
thing which escapes criticism. Although of a
modest and unassuming appearance, great is the
wealth which it contains and hearty the welcome
it receives.
Never was a cold snap more longed for than
during Thanksgiving week when the coal on hand.
was reduced to a few tons. The weather, and the
railroad company blasted all hopes when a rise
in temperature and a car load of coal came at the
same time.
News of the death of Rev. 0. McCulloch was
beard by all students of the Polytechnic with
sincere regret. He was a great and an exceptional
man. Warm sympathy is extended his family
and especially the two boys, so popular here, in
their sorrow.
Lake, one of the popular members of '94, has
gone to Illinois State University for the purpose
of taking a special course in architecture. His
many friends here regret his departure. It is with
their best wishes that he goes well recommended
from this institution.
President Duncan, of Coates College, has very
generously offered the students of the Institute
season tickets, admitting two, for the C. C. con-
cert course, at $1.25 instead of the regular price of
$2. The offer should be taken advantage of, as
the course is to be a most excellent one.
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Mundy, '95, who was laid up with quite a se-
vere attack of quinsy, is ,out again.
The first serious accident in the wood room this
year is charged to that old offender, the edger:
Shawhan, '95, who was the victim, had his right
hand drawn up to the cutter and so badly lacera-
ted that amputation of the second finger at the
second joint was necessafy. The accident inter-
fered so seriously with his work that he returned
home.
Professor: "What is a harmonic conjugate ? "
J. B. S.: "A musical wife."
Professor: "Mr. Albert, translate " grunen Pan-
toffeln.'1
C. E.: "Green pants.','
Fresh. "'What does Professor Noye§ lecture
about ?"
Soph. "About an hour."
Senior middle man: "Why is a hen unlike a
draughtsman?"
Senior end man: "One hatches an egg, the
other a cross-section."
Professor: "Can any one explain this prob-
lem ? "
Class '93: "Professor, we don't quite under-
stand it."
Professor: "It seems to me that's a favorite
expression of this class."
Did he fight with Grant or Sherman
Our liberties to guard,
This man with the missing arm and leg
And visage battle scarred?
No, he isn't a crippled soldier
He never heard the scream
Of the flying shell—he used to kick
With the College foot ball team.
—N. Y. Press.
